
PORTRONICS BYTE LAPTOP
BACKPACK

PORTRONICS BYTE LAPTOP BACKPACK

Model Name :Byte
Model Code & Colour :POR 1827 (Black), POR
1828 (Blue)
Product Type :Laptop Bag
Side Pocket :Yes
Bag Handle:Yes
Laptop Sleeve :Yes
Front Pocket :Yes
Special Features :Padded Shoulder Straps, Water
Resistant Fabric
Dimensions (cm):44 x 31 x 15

Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹2,999.00 Original price was: ₹2,999.00.₹
1,495.00Current price is: ₹1,495.00. ₹1,764.10 : Price
incl. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Casual Backpack, Laptop Backpack

Product Description

PORTRONICS BYTE LAPTOP BACKPACK

Dual Outer Compartments: Stay organized with two spacious outer compartments, offering
quick and easy access to your essentials, whether it's your laptop charger, notebooks, or travel
documents.
Secure Laptop Sleeve: Safeguard your valuable electronics with confidence in our secure,
padded laptop compartment, providing a snug fit and reliable protection against bumps and
knocks during your daily journeys.
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Ergonomic Padded Handle: Experience enhanced comfort with our ergonomically designed
padded handle, ensuring effortless carrying even during long commutes or travels.
Convenient Front Pocket: Keep your small items easily accessible and neatly organized in
our dedicated front pocket, perfect for storing keys, pens, smartphones, or passports for quick
retrieval on the go.
Comfortable Shoulder Straps: Say goodbye to discomfort with our plush, padded shoulder
straps, offering customizable comfort and even weight distribution for a fatigue-free carrying
experience throughout the day
Side Pocket for Hydration: Stay refreshed and prepared with our side pocket designed to
accommodate water bottles, umbrellas, or other tall items, ensuring easy access without
disrupting your flow.
Warranty - 6 Months on manufacturing defect

Click Here : Brand ALECT is a renowned bag manufacturer that offers a wide range of
customized bags, including backpacks, laptop bags, gym bags, duffel bags, and more. Their
products are crafted with utmost care and precision to ensure superior quality and customer
satisfaction.
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